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Proficient in English and Spanish, analytical, and very outgoing with a positive 
attitude. Great interpersonal and people skills, incredible listener and have 
remarkable communication skills. I am very prompt and persistent; I have flexibility 
in managing multiple tasks.

EXPERIENCE

Grievance Coordinator
ABC Corporation - 2015 – 2015

 Handled all Ohio Amerigroup unresolved grievances (55k to 60k 
enrollees).

 Analyzed the members grievances and provide solutions.
 Reduced noncompliance fines to zero in 8 months, saving the 

company a quarter of a million in 3 years.
 Maintained 100% compliance Develop and maintain 

customer/member relations.
 Educated members on their bills, member benefits and provider 

services.
 Crossed department coordination, ensuring resolutions in a timely 

and more efficient manner.
 Audited Ohio call logs from the National Call Center.

Grievance Coordinator 
Delta Corporation - 2011 – 2014

 Gathered Grievances to present to the Warden as one way to ensure 
that staff and inmate rights were protected, organized data from the 
grievances to .

 Investigate and resolve member complaints Make decisions that are 
consistent with the concept of a win-win-win for members, associates,
and WellCare.

 Assist with departmental mail Train new associates and coach 
associates who need improvement with their work Senior Customer 
Service Representative .

 Coordinate and implement neutral correspondence of staff / resident 
retort Conduct quarterly mock audits ensuring documents, forms, and
reports .

 To check and pick up grievance forms form the grievance boxes 
located on the floors that Inmates fill out daily Validate all grievances 
picked up .

 Enter Inmate data into system Generate graphs for Intel Meetings 
once a week.

 Investigated grievance by conducting through, in-depth and impartial 
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inquires of circumstances pertaining to grievances through 
interviewing inmates .

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Applied Arts

SKILLS

Computer Skills, Coordinating Skills.
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